
Premium Infotainment Systems for Skoda Octavia 3



Android Auto
Android Auto was designed with safety in mind. With a simple and intuitive interface, integrated steering 

wheel controls, and powerful new voice actions, it's designed to minimize distraction so you can stay focused 

on the road. Android Auto automatically brings you useful information, and organizes it into simple cards that 

appear just when they're needed. Both Apple CarPlay and Android Auto can access the navigation antenna of 

the X902D-OC3 and i902D-OC3 for higher accuracy when using the navi apps.

Apple CarPlay
The innovative Alpine Style systems for Skoda Octavia 3 with Apple CarPlay bring you a smarter way to 

use your iPhone on the road. Apple CarPlay gives iPhone users an incredibly intuitive way to make calls, 

use maps, listen to music and access messages with just a word or a touch. You can even enjoy Spotify, 

internet radio or podcasts while on the road for a truly connected experience.



Steering Wheel Control Buttons
The Alpine system is connected to your steering wheel control 
buttons. This means you do not lose this convenient feature when 
upgrading to Alpine and you will have full control over volume, 
phone, audio track forward/backward and many other commands. 

Driver Information Display
The small display in the instrument cluster is also connected to 
the Alpine system and can display radio station names, song 
titles and artist information, caller names, navigation turn-by-turn 
arrows and much more.

Air Condition Display
The X902D-OC3 & i902D-OC3 give you visual feedback for the 
selected temperature of driver and co-driver, AC status, seat 
heating level, selected air vents and more. This screen will 
automatically appear for a few seconds when any of the settings is 
changed to give the driver feedback.

Rear View Camera and Parking Sensors
If your car is equipped with original parking sensors and reversing 
camera, you can continue using these convenient features when 
upgrading to Alpine. The parking sensor system is connected to your 
Alpine screen, showing a useful distance guide and providing proximity 
sounds with automatic mute of the music when parking your car.

Compatible with Canton sound system (requires APF-H100DY)

The Alpine systems are fully compatible with the Octavia’s electronic system 

and can display all car settings for full control.

Perfect Integration In Your Octavia 3
Alpine introduces the 2nd generation of Alpine Style Infotainment systems designed exclusively for the Skoda Octavia 3 

(Model Code 5E, 2012 and newer). These systems give Octavia 3 owners access to the latest media compatibility, cutting-

edge navigation technology and Alpine’s audiophile sound quality. All system components are designed to fit perfectly in 

existing installation locations and integrate fully with the vehicle’s electronic systems.



Connect Your Smartphone
The Alpine systems are fully compatible with the latest smartphones, 
such as the iPhone 7 / 7 Plus and the Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge. 
This offers many advantages: you can enjoy digital content stored on 
your phone such as music or video files, access your phonebook or 
simply charge your phone. 

Built-in Bluetooth® Technology 
The built-in Bluetooth® module allows wireless connection of a mobile 
phone for hands-free communication (even 2 phones simultaneously). 
A very intuitive user interface makes operation extremely easy. 
Bluetooth® also enables audio streaming from the phone: audio content 
or even internet radio can be wirelessly enjoyed on both Alpine systems. 

Perfectly Tuned Sound
The Alpine systems offer extensive sound adjustment options to get 
the best out of your Octavia sound system and to adjust the sound 
to your taste and preferences. Alpine sound professionals tuned 
the sound settings for you, so you get a perfect setup for your 
Skoda right out of the box.

DAB/DAB+ Digital Radio
The built-in DAB/DAB+/DMB tuner uses the most advanced 
digital technology to deliver radio reception with outstanding, 
noise-free sound quality. DAB also offers many other advantages 
over traditional FM radio such as a much wider range of radio 
stations.

DVE-5300 Optional DVD Player

The Alpine systems allow you to enjoy videos from many different sources, 

such as DVDs from the optional optical drive, USB sticks, smartphones with 

HDMI output or portable video devices on the 9-inch display.

Your Personal Media Expert
The ultimate infotainment system for your Skoda Octavia 3: enjoy an audiophile sound experience, brilliant picture quality 

and the latest digital media compatibility on the high-resolution 9-inch display. The X902D-OC3 and i902D-OC3 are 

connected to the original USB and AUX port in the center console for easy access. For driving safety, video playback is 

only possible while the vehicle is not in motion. 
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3D Maps
View maps in 3D with detailed buildings and landmarks. This 
feature helps you to better orientate yourself in large cities. 
Speed restriction display and speed camera warnings (not available 
for all EU countries) give you further driving assistance.

Lane Guidance
Lane Guidance lets the driver know which is the best lane to be 
in. This is especially useful inside large cities or complex highway 
interchanges. 

Important Navigation Features

 Extensive map database of 51 European countries, 29 different GUI and 
voice guidance selectable

 Map updates can be purchased at any time online through  
alpine.naviextras.com

 Updates can be purchased by country and by region.  
This saves cost by updating only what is necessary.

 Address search with postcode input (includes 7-digit UK postcodes)

 Smart routes: the system database stores historic traffic patterns and uses 
them to choose the best route depending on the time of day and day of week.

TMC Route Guidance
Thanks to TMC you are able to get live traffic updates – this is even very 
convenient before you start driving. Zoom out to see the full route you are 
about to drive and check the road conditions. Accidents, traffic jams and 
any kind of traffic problems are displayed with warning icons on the map, 
and roads with slow or stopped traffic are displayed in different colors.

Free-of-charge Map Update
Within the first 3 years after the navigation system’s first 
GPS fix, you can go to www.alpine.naviextras.com to download 
new navigation maps fully free-of-charge. After that you can 
purchase map updates country by country or as packages 
based on your needs.
www.alpine.naviextras.com 

Use the 9-inch touch-screen to input destination addresses and operate 

all navigation settings. 

Turn-by-turn guidance in multifunction display

Navigation. Perfected.
The integrated premium navigation system of the X902D-OC3 is the perfect co-pilot with many convenient functions 

to make driving easier. This means you’ll arrive at your destination feeling fresh and relaxed. The Alpine Style system 

features the latest generation of iGo Primo nextgen navigation, compatible with GPS and Glonass for highest 

accuracy. The pre-installed TomTom navigation maps provide free-of-charge updates for three years.
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i902D-OC3
Premium Multi-Media System

Designed for Skoda Octavia 3 (5E 2012 and newer). 
Navigation possible through Apple CarPlay or Android 
Auto.

Recommended Accessories
DVE-5300 External DVD Player

KAE-F2GT5 GPS Antenna Adapter

KAE-F2S DAB Antenna Adapter

KAE-DAB1G6 DAB Radio Signal Splitter

KWE-901G7MIC Microphone Extension Cable

KCX-630HD HDMI Selector

KTX-PRE1 Pre-Out Cable

KIT-R1AU Camera Installation Kit

APF-H100DY Interface for Canton Sound System

GBOC17Printed in Belgium

www.alpine-europe.com

Keep up to date with the latest Alpine news and product information via Facebook and YouTube.
www.youtube.com/AlpineEurope
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X902D-OC3
Premium Navigation System

Designed for Skoda Octavia 3 (5E 2012 and newer). 
Navigation possible through built-in iGo Primo nextgen, 
Apple CarPlay or Android Auto.
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